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Proposed Decision of Joint Meeting of CTF-SCF Trust Fund Committees  

 

The meeting reviewed the draft  Annual Report on the CIF “Building Partnerships for 

Climate Action” (CTF-SCF/TFC.3/3) and welcomes the review of the experience and 

lessons learned from the design and start up of the funds.  The meeting approves the 

report, subject to the comments made at the meeting. The meeting requests the CIF 

Administrative Unit to publish the Annual Report and make an on-line version available on 

the CIF website.  The meeting invites the CIF Administrative Unit to expedite the 

publication of the report so it may be disseminated at the fifteenth session of the 

UNFCCC COP, Copenhagen, December 2009. 
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Introduction 

 

1. The Governance Frameworks for the CTF and the SCF call for the preparation of 

an annual consolidated report on CTF and SCF on ‖ activities, performance, and lessons, 

including details of the CTF’s and SCF’s portfolios, status of implementation, funding 

allocations for the previous period, pipeline of projects and funding projections, 

administrative costs incurred, and other pertinent information‖.
 1

 The draft Annual 

Report is to be reviewed by the MDB Committee and approved by the CIF Trust Fund 

Committees.  This Annual Report is being submitted for approval by the CTF and SCF 

Trust Fund Committee at their joint meeting on October 28, 2009. 

 

2. As the CIF were only approved on July 1, 2008, this report focuses on early 

lessons emerging from the design and start-up phases of the CIF, including governance 

design, initial financials, portfolio, and status of the various CIF programs.   

 

3. The report incorporates preliminary results from a consultant’s study on the early 

lessons learned in designing and operationalizing the CIF (see Progress Report on Study 

on Lessons Learned from the CIF Design Process and Early Implementation, document 

CTF-SCF/TFC.3/Inf.2) under preparation for consideration at the Partnership Forum in 

March 2010.   

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
1
   See CTF Governance Framework, paragraph 37(d) and SCF Governance Framework, paragraph 38(e). 
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Climate Investment Funds in brief 
 

The Climate Investment Funds (CIF) are two financing instruments designed to help 

developing countries transform to low-carbon and climate-resilient development through 

scaled-up financing channelled through the multilateral development banks (MDBs).  

 

The Clean Technology Fund (CTF) provides scaled-up financing, principally to emerging 

economies and to regional groups, for demonstration, deployment, and transfer of low-

carbon technologies that have significant potential for long-term greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions savings. The CTF is designed to support 15-20 country and regional 

Investment Plans that meet the criteria of significant GHG emissions savings, 

demonstrating good potential for scale, development impact, and implementation 

readiness. 

 

The Strategic Climate Fund (SCF) is designed to support developing countries in their 

efforts to achieve climate-resilient, low-carbon development through three targeted 

programs with dedicated funding to pilot new approaches to climate action. 

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) 

Supports countries as they undertake scaled-up climate action and initiate steps toward 

transformational change by integrating climate resilience in their national development 

planning.   

  

Forest Investment Program (FIP) 

Provides financial and knowledge support for country-led initiatives to reduce GHG 

emissions from deforestation and forest degradation and to promote improved sustainable 

management of forests.  

 

Scaling Up Renewable Energy Program in Low Income Countries (SREP) 

Helps low income countries adopt renewable energy solutions through a programmatic 

approach that involves government support for market creation, private sector 

implementation, and efficient energy use. 

    

Current funding 

 

During the reporting period, 12 countries have pledged a combined $6.2 billion to the 

(CIF)—$5 billion to the CTF and $1.2 billion to the SCF. 

 

What’s happening 

 

Clean Technology Fund  

In the past year, the CTF has endorsed three investment programs that support wind 

power projects, rapid bus transit and light rail, energy efficiency schemes, and a low-

carbon financial intermediary project. Investment Plans are under preparation in 10 more 

countries, and the CTF has a target of endorsing 15-20 Investment Plans by the end of 

fiscal year 2010. 
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Endorsed Investment Plans: 

 

 Egypt (CTF: $300 million; leverages $1.9 billion). 

 Mexico (CTF:$500 million; leverages $6.2 billion).  

 Turkey (CTF: $250 million; leverages $2.1 billion).  

 

Programs under preparation: 

 

 Country: Colombia, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Morocco, Nigeria, Philippines, 

South Africa, Thailand, Vietnam, Ukraine. 

 Regional: Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Concentrated Solar Power 

 (CSP). 

 

Strategic Climate Fund 

The PPCR and the FIP are operational. SREP awaits full funding ($250 million) before 

beginning operations. Based on expert advice, in the past year the PPCR Sub-Committee 

approved 9 countries and 2 regions to take part in assessment and strategic action plans. 

A joint mission went to Nepal in September, and joint missions to the remaining 10 

countries and regions will take place this and next year.  

 

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience  

 Operational. 

 Funding to date: $614 million (as of September 30, 2009). 

 Country programs: Bangladesh, Bolivia, Cambodia, Mozambique, Nepal, 

Niger, Tajikistan, Yemen, Zambia. 

 Regional programs: Caribbean, South Pacific Islands. 

 

Forest Investment Program 

 Operational. 

 Design document approved by Trust Fund Committee in July, 2009. 

 Funding to date: $350 million (as of September 30,` 2009). 

 

Scaling Up Renewable Energy Program in Low Income Countries 

 Design document approved by Trust Fund Committee in May, 2009. 

 Funding to date: $206 million (as of September 30, 2009). 

 Funding needed to become operational: $250 million.  
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First-year accomplishments  

 
Built for rapid response  

With a pragmatic operating approach to move quickly from concept to disbursement, the 

CIF have endorsed more than $1 billion in funding for clean technology programs and are 

developing adaptation and climate resilient development plans in 11 countries and 

regions.  

 

Harvesting knowledge 

The CIF have a systematic approach to harvesting early learning from the design of their 

governance and many programs. The CIF are designed to transfer knowledge to countries 

and diverse stakeholders.  

 

Engaging stakeholders 

With openness and inclusion as goals, the CIF governing structure has been designed to 

formally include nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), Indigenous Peoples, 

multilateral partners, and the private sector. Civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and the 

private sector joined with independent facilitators to develop a process to self-select 

active observers for Trust Fund Committees. Self-selected active observers met in 

October 2009.  
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Overview: Today’s changing development context 
 

To see today’s effects of climate change, travel to the highlands of Yemen. The poorest 

country in the Arabian Peninsula, Yemen is also one of the driest on the planet: 

freshwater availability is 15 percent of the regional average. More than half of Yemen’s 

cultivated area relies on rainwater for irrigation. For more than 2,000 years, farmers have 

terraced the hillsides and developed sophisticated agro-biodiversity to trap and make the 

most of water as a precious resource.  

 

These traditional methods of survival have worked for millennia. Today, the agricultural 

sector, which adds 15 percent of GDP and employs 55 percent of the population, 

squeezes as much moisture out of the land (and sky) as possible, using 90 percent of the 

available water resources.  

 

Climate change threatens all this. Modeling suggests that Yemen will be among the 

hardest hit by rising temperatures and droughts, which, along with flash floods, have 

become more frequent in recent years. According to one study, climate change could lead 

to a 50 percent drop in rain-based crop yields by 2020, a devastating proposition for rural 

areas that are home to 83 percent of Yemen’s poor.
2
 In 2008 flash floods killed more than 

140 people and left 20,000 homeless in the Hadramout and Maharah provinces.  

 

For developing countries like Yemen, climate change is about more than the 

environment: it is a primary development issue—often the difference between poverty 

and prosperity—that threatens to reverse recent strides toward the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs).
3
  

 

Developing countries are eager to act. Yemen is incorporating climate change policies 

into its national development strategy (Vision 2025), better managing its coastlines in the 

face of rising sea levels, and developing a national strategy to manage water resources. 

But limited capacity means Yemen often cannot react quickly enough. The developed 

world must contribute—not only for the sake of the global climate, but also to enhance 

the capacity of developing countries to protect and build their economic and social future.   

 

Recognizing climate change as a core development issue  

 

Climate change is one of the largest impediments to sustained economic growth, and its 

effects are already being felt. Developing countries did not cause this problem: 

historically, the cumulative and per capita emissions of developed countries are far 

greater. But the carbon contribution of developing countries is rising rapidly. They now 

release 52 percent of carbon emissions—even with a big share of their people still in 

poverty. Based on past economic trends, a majority will have a middle-income lifestyle 

by 2050. Demographic trends will sharpen this trajectory: the global population will grow 

                                                 
2
 Yemen PPCR Application. 

3
 Approved by the United Nations, the Millennium Goals are a set of development 

benchmarks that UN member-countries have agreed to meet by 2015.   
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to 9 billion people by the middle of the century, with 2.5 billion more people in 

developing countries than today.  

 

Rapid economic growth is a good thing. Between 1990 and 2005, 400 million people 

escaped poverty in the developing world. But economic growth and low-carbon 

development should not be at odds. Rather than being considered inimical to 

development, climate adaptation and mitigation must become a central pillar. This will 

not be easy. Governments, financing institutions, and industry must view development as 

an opportunity to better prepare countries for climate change, reducing its costs while 

continuing to promote growth.  

 

The encouraging news is that developing countries are still building their economies. 

Unlike many developed counties with entrenched fossil fuel-based power and transport 

systems, developing countries can take a different path. The economies of developing 

countries are set to triple between 2002 and 2030. To meet the rise in demand, they will 

increase capacity by expanding power infrastructure, building motorways to 

accommodate more automobile use, and increasing the productivity of farms and forests.  

 

To transform GHG emission trajectories, developed countries must provide the financing 

and technology to enable developing countries to meet energy and transport demands in a 

more sustainable way. There is certainly a demand for alternatives: more than any, 

developing countries feel the repercussions of climate change—it severely affects many 

of them already—and welcome new adaptation schemes and investments in low-carbon 

technology.  

 

The role of the Climate Investment Funds 

 

The CIF are contributing to this shift, offering the financial assistance to catalyze lower 

carbon and climate resilient growth trajectories. Though CIF funding is small in relation 

to the overall financial need, it can help provide the critical mass needed for scaling up 

and replication. Successful programs can lead to more investment through newly 

developed funding mechanisms, boosting employment and manufacturing capacity.  

 

Successful adaptation and mitigation efforts can embolden development aims and provide 

countries and development agencies with valuable lessons. The CIF aim to show that, 

with strategic financing, it is possible to have a combined development and low-carbon 

impact. 

 

Indeed, the CIF are open for business. Since December 2008, with the $6.2 billion in 

pledges, the CIF approved investment plans for wind farms and transit in Egypt; wind 

farms, urban transport, mass transit, and efficiency measures in Mexico; and a renewable 

energy project and a low-carbon financing scheme in Turkey. Eleven low income 

countries and regions are beginning to develop adaptation and mitigation plans with CIF 

support to complement economic growth and poverty reduction efforts.  
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After one year: the CIF’s contributions to climate action 

 

In its first year, the CIF have moved from a concept to full-blown incipient operations. 

The speed of development is a testimony to the urgency of the challenges the CIF 

mechanism seeks to address; to the willingness of stakeholders across the board to take 

concerted action in the face of shifting need and response; and to the unique and 

innovative features designed and implemented by stakeholders that allow for flexibility, 

rapid action, authentic stakeholder engagement, and learning. 

 

Features driving the early effectiveness of the CIF include: 

 

Innovative design 

The CIF design process aimed to be inclusive. The collaboration among developed and 

developing countries, MDBs, civil society, Indigenous Peoples, multilateral 

organizations, and the private sector was critical to the process. The result is a funding 

mechanism that is operated equally among developed and developing countries, and 

facilitated by the MDBs. 

 

The CIF are also designed as an interim measure: participants took care to defer to the 

primacy of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 

global climate negotiations and await its decisions at the close of 2009. 

 

Country-led process 
Developing countries are already making efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change, 

crafting responses to the extent possible within the context of their development 

priorities. But many lack the funds and capacity to respond fully. In some cases, despite 

government efforts, rapid economic growth is outpacing efforts to incorporate low-

carbon initiatives into national development plans. The country-owned approach, a key 

element of the CIF, is designed to enable countries to bridge the funding gap that limits 

their current capacity to incorporate low-carbon programs into national development 

plans.  

 

Targeting transformational technologies and practices 
The CIF present opportunities to invest in programs that use groundbreaking ways to 

develop sustainably. These can be in the form of new financial arrangements to scale up 

existing low-carbon technologies or though inventive adaptation schemes. Regardless of 

the path, each program must initiate or facilitate steps toward transformative impact to 

help catalyze low-carbon development. Identifying barriers and developing solutions, the 

CIF aim to provide tools and practices that can shift countries to low-carbon trajectories 

and develop good practices that can be replicated elsewhere, adapted to local conditions.  

 

Representative governance structure  

The CIF are governed by Trust Fund Committees on which representation is split equally 

between contributor and potential recipient countries. Decisions are based on consensus. 

MDB representatives sit on committees but do not vote. The MDBs collaborate and 

harmonize investment strategies for CIF programs. 
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Engaging the full range of stakeholders  
The CIF are making strides to create an open process with effective stakeholder voice. In 

consultations with myriad groups, the CIF have incorporated into the governing structure 

formal self-selection processes for civil society, private sector, and Indigenous Peoples. 

Representatives from the UNFCCC and Global Environment Facility (GEF) are invited 

as observers. Stakeholders will also participate actively in the annual Partnership Forum, 

the second of which will be held in March 2010 at the headquarters of the ADB in 

Manila. The forum serves as an opportunity to openly and candidly assess progress made, 

suggest strategies going forward, and analyze lessons learned.  

 

 

 

Systematically learning by design 
Over the past year, the CIF have been laboratories for developing new ideas on how to 

provide large scale climate finance to developing countries to help mitigate and adapt to 

climate change. The CIF are designed to be flexible. As laboratories for transformative 

action, they conduct experiments that can be altered as the process goes along.   

 

 

Adapting to climate change in Nepal 

 

With a share of less than 0.025 percent of global GHG emissions, Nepal can hardly be 

considered a large contributor to climate change. But the effects of climate change on 

Nepal are easy to see. A national communication report projected that by the end of this 

century, temperatures in Nepal will rise 4°C in winter and 2.5–3°C in summer. Snowmelt 

is increasing water flow at an alarming rate, affecting agriculture and threatening to 

destroy infrastructure. 

 

Citing needed adaptation measures and a lack of financial and technical capacity, Nepal 

collaborated with stakeholders to apply for funding under the PPCR, a program under the 

CIF’s SCF, which was accepted by the Trust Fund Committee this year. Nepal’s PPCR 

program is in addition to other measures to study its vulnerability. With the assistance of 

GEF, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Kingdom Department 

for International Development (DfID), and the Danish International Development 

Agency (DANIDA), Nepal is developing a National Adaptation Program of Action 

(NAPA)
4
 to identify affected sectors and come up with practical responses. The PPCR 

will support these efforts and develop a multi-stakeholder framework to address climate-

related development issues.  

 

In September 2009, a delegation from the CIF met Nepal’s 23-member Climate Change 

Network, comprising the government ministries, NGOs, and members of academia and 

the private sector. During the consultations, Nepal stressed the importance of extensive 

                                                 
4
 The National Adaptation Program of Action UN program that provides a process for Least Developed 

Countries  to identify priority activities that respond to their urgent and immediate needs to adapt to climate 

change – those for which further delay would increase vulnerability and/or costs at a later stage. 

http://unfccc.int/cooperation_and_support/ldc/items/2666.php
http://unfccc.int/cooperation_and_support/ldc/items/2666.php
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stakeholder consultations to develop and implement projects under the PPCR and 

expressed intent to integrate the PPCR program into the overarching NAPA.  

Source: Nepal PPCR Application 
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Part I: What are the Climate Investment Funds? 

The Climate Investment Funds (CIF) are a pair of financing instruments designed to 

initiate transformational change toward low-carbon and climate-resilient development 

through scaled-up financing administered by the MDBs. 

The CTF finances scaled-up demonstration, deployment, and transfer of low-carbon 

technologies for significant GHG reductions. The focus is on opportunities with large 

GHG abatement potential at the country (or regional) level. 

The SCF finances targeted programs in developing countries to pilot new climate or 

sectoral approaches with scaling-up potential. Three programs operate under it: PPCR, 

FIP, and SREP.  

Recognizing that climate change is also a developmental issue, the CIF fund low-carbon 

projects that bolster country-led development and poverty reduction efforts. 

With over $6 billion in pledged funding to date, the CIF open the opportunity for 

blending funding for climate solutions with financing from other multilateral banks, 

contributor governments, and the private sector, thereby leveraging substantial additional 

funds. 

In accord with the Bali Action Plan, the CIF are designed to offer valuable lessons for 

deliberations underway in the UNFCCC. They are seen as an interim measure to 

strengthen the global knowledge base for low-carbon and climate-resilient growth 

solutions. 

An innovative governing structure  
The CIF were designed collaboratively with a range of stakeholders—developed and 

developing countries, MDBs, UN agencies, GEF, NGOs, Indigenous Peoples, and the 

private sector.  

The governing structure incorporates equal representation of the contributor and recipient 

countries, who together adopt programs by consensus under agreed criteria. All 

investment plans, strategies, programs, and policies are disclosed.  

Stakeholders from civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and the private sector are chosen 

through self-selection to observe and contribute to CIF deliberations. Representatives 

from the UNFCCC and GEF are also invited as observers. Representatives from the 

MDBs take part in committee meetings but do not have a vote in funding decisions.  

The CIF are implemented jointly by the MDBs: African Development Bank (AfDB), 

Asian Development Bank (ADB), European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(EBRD), Inter-American Development Bank (IADB), and World Bank Group, including 

the International Finance Corporation (IFC).  
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Clean Technology Fund (CTF) 
 

Emerging economies will see an inevitable large increase in emissions in the next decade. 

But faced with energy and environmental challenges, many see value in clean technology 

to meet their energy security and development goals, and thereby reduce the rate of 

emissions growth. Countries also seek improvements in efficiency and new transport 

systems to unclog congested cities. But a financing gap often prevents them from using 

low-carbon technologies.  

The CTF was created to support and speed the process of deploying low-carbon 

technologies to meet countries’ development objectives. Providing scaled-up financing to 

reconcile development and carbon reduction, it offers highly concessional financing for 

large-scale, country-initiated energy and transportation projects that have significant 

potential for long-term GHG emissions savings.  

The CTF is expected to support 15–20 country and regional Investment Plans that meet 

the criteria of significant GHG emissions savings, development impact, and 

implementation readiness. To access CTF funding, a country must be eligible for official 

development assistance (ODA) and have an active MDB country program.  

When a country expresses interest in the CTF’s financing, it must work with the MDBs, 

private industry, and other stakeholders to develop an Investment Plan highlighting how 

the proposed CTF investment program fits with a low-carbon national development 

vision. 

The CTF also looks to support ideas that transcend local energy concerns, such as 

programs that can shape markets for technology or provide broader development and 

environmental benefits. By building new creative financing models, overcoming existing 

risk perceptions, and creating knowledge spillover, these pilot projects seek to encourage 

initiatives outside the CTF—from the public and private sectors and in MDB energy 

portfolios. 

Within a short time, the CTF has approved large-scale collaborative projects in many 

locations, supporting a wide range of technologies and financial arrangements in the hope 

of maximizing climate impact and lessons learned. 

First Clean Technology Fund Investment Plans Underway June 2009 

 

Endorsed Investment Plans: Egypt, Mexico, Turkey. 

 

Investment Plans under preparation: Colombia, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Morocco, 

Nigeria, Philippines, South Africa, Thailand, Ukraine, Vietnam, regional (Middle East 

and North Africa CSP). 

 

First project approved by MDB Board: Turkey Renewable Energy and Energy 

Efficiency Project. 
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First private sector project approved by the Trust Fund Committee: Mexico Private 

Sector Wind Development. 

  

CTF AT A GLANCE 

Implemented 

by 

MDBs: AfDB, ADB, EBRD, IDB, International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (IBRD), and the IFC 

Governance CTF Trust Fund Committee (TFC) with representatives of eight contributor and 

eight beneficiary countries 

Financing Concessional financing instruments (such as grants and concessional loans), risk 

mitigation instruments (such as guarantees), and equity. 

Country 

eligibility 

ODA and MDB eligibility. 

 

 

CTF Turkey 

The Turkey CTF Investment Plan is the first ever CTF plan approved for renewable 

energy and energy efficiency. It aims to support the low-carbon objectives in the 

country’s ninth Development Plan (2007–13) and related strategies, legislation, and 

programs. The Investment Plan is a partnership among the Government of Turkey, the 

World Bank (IBRD), the IFC and the EBRD. 

Turkey’s GHG emissions are growing rapidly, and the energy sector is the major 

contributor, with energy needs continuing to grow. The CTF Investment Plan will assist 

the government in promoting clean energy development from domestic renewable 

resources (such as wind, hydro, biomass, and solar) and improving energy efficiency, 

primarily in industry and small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

For example, Turkey wants to expand renewable energy, particularly wind power, to help 

reduce CO2 emissions and ensure security of the energy supply. The Investment Plan will 

help the government expand wind energy toward its target of 20,000 MW by 2020—an 

amount that would meet almost half of Turkey’s present energy needs. 

The Investment Plan identifies two priority investment areas: 

Private sector renewable energy and energy efficiency 

The objective of the Investment Plan is to help increase privately owned and operated 

energy production from indigenous renewable energy sources in the market-based 
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framework of the Turkish Electricity Market Law, and enhance energy efficiency in order 

to curb GHG. 

The CTF co-financed projects in the Investment Plan, which will also mobilize resources 

from EBRD, IBRD, and IFC, aim at using local financial institutions to intermediate the 

funds to the private sector—a model expected to enable spreading the experience beyond 

the project’s boundaries. Turkey aims to use the CTF to help banks and industry 

surmount barriers, increase lending for clean energy, and create a market for energy 

efficiency investments.  

Turkey is also launching an energy efficiency program covering industries, SMEs, 

municipal facilities, as well as buildings.  

Smart grid design 

Turkey’s CTF Investment Plan aims to help the development of smart-grid solutions to 

better integrate renewable resources into the national transmission grid.  

CTF financing will help the Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation (TEIAŞ) start 

implementing a modern high-technology solution to grid problems caused by intermittent 

renewable energy. The project will help promote and foster large-scale integration of 

renewable energy resources in a manner that meets the requirements of grid security and 

economic efficiency.  

Source: CTF Turkey Investment Plan 
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Strategic Climate Fund (SCF) 
 

For the urban and rural poor in low income countries, climate change is more than just an 

abstract concept; they already feel its impact in drought, declining crop yields, and 

flooding. To make matters worse, countries often lack the infrastructure and basic 

services that could prevent climate-related maladies from becoming a humanitarian crisis.  

 

Because global warming intensifies the costs of poverty and reverses recent development 

gains, stakeholders must take action to help low income countries better manage the 

effects of climate change through development and anti-poverty efforts. This response 

requires a two-pronged approach: mitigation, to avoid rapidly increasing GHG emissions, 

and adaptation, to manage short and long-term effects.  

The SCF is an overarching fund designed to support developing countries in their efforts 

to achieve climate-resilient, low-carbon development. Targeted programs will provide 

grants and concessional loans to pilot new development approaches or scaled-up 

activities aimed at a specific climate change challenge or sectoral response.  

The SCF has three targeted programs: 

 The PPCR is designed to support countries as they undertake scaled-up climate 

action and transformational change by integrating climate resilience in their national 

development planning.  

 The FIP provides financial and knowledge support for country-led initiatives to 

reduce GHG emissions from deforestation and forest degradation and to promote 

improved sustainable management of forests. It also provides a voice to Indigenous 

Peoples and local communities to develop forest-related policies and has a dedicated 

initiative to offer grants for indigenous and community-generated programs. 

 The SREP helps low income countries adopt renewable energy solutions.  

Through the targeted programs, the SCF is designed to generate useful experience and 

lessons from learning-by-doing; channel new and additional financing for climate 

change; provide incentives for scaled-up and transformational mitigation and adaptation 

action in the context of poverty reduction; bolster efforts to maintain, restore, and 

enhance carbon-rich natural ecosystems; and maximize co-benefits of sustainable 

development.  

CIF programs aim to complement other multilateral financial mechanisms, such as the 

GEF, the Adaptation Fund, and bilateral initiatives, and to build on the various capacity-

building initiatives, supported by UN organizations and NGOs.  
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SCF AT A GLANCE 

Implemented 

by 

MDBs: AfDB, ADB, EBRD, IDB, IBRD, and the IFC 

Governance SCF Trust Fund Committee (TFC) with representatives of eight contributor and 

eight beneficiary countries, World Bank, MDBs. 

Financing Concessional financing instruments (such as grants and concessional loans) and 

risk mitigation instruments (such as guarantees and equity) 

Country 

eligibility 

ODA and MDB eligibility  

 

 

PPCR: Bolivia 

 

High in the Andes, near Lake Titicaca, Bolivian families are trying to adapt to an 

unpredictable climate. Over the past five years, rain patterns have varied—hail, frost, and 

high winds threaten agriculture. In the last few years, 1.4 million people have been 

affected by six large flooding episodes and 75,000 by droughts. The Chacaltaya glacier, 

which supplies water to La Paz, has lost 82 percent of its surface area since 1982 and 

could disappear by 2013.  

 

In response, Bolivia has made climate change adaptation a central aspect of its 2006–

2010 development plan. A National Plan of Adaptation is helping apply top-down 

reforms (food security, human health, education, and hydric resources) to complement 

grassroots efforts on the counties level (assessing vulnerability and developing local 

adaptive capacity).  

 

Recently selected as a PPCR pilot program, Bolivia has identified critical sectors that can 

benefit—water resources management, food security, and vulnerability reduction—and 

will combine the PPCR with existing efforts.  

 

Source: Bolivia PPCR Application 
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Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR)  

Even though they emit substantially less carbon, the world’s poorest countries and 

communities are the most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, handicapping 

development and prosperity. But as they deal with the problem governments face 

capacity and resources constraints, and climate uncertainty also makes decision-making 

more difficult. 

The PPCR is a program under the SCF designed to address these issues. It pilots and 

demonstrates ways to integrate climate risk and resilience into low income countries’ 

core development planning. The PPCR operates in two phases: phase one supports 

countries to develop a Strategic Program for Climate Resilience, including an underlying 

investment program, and phase two supports implementing of the Strategic Program. 

Developing a Strategic Program for Climate Resilience 

 

 Indicative timeframe: 3–18 months; preferable to limit to 12 months. 

 

 Up to $1.5 million available in grant financing depending on country needs. Regional 

pilots may request additional funding to cover transaction costs. 

 

 Deliverables: enhanced cross-sectoral coordination for integration of climate 

resilience into national development planning and financing processes; Strategic Program 

for Climate Resilience, including a program of priority investments (institutional 

strengthening, policy reform, sector investments); financing plan; and expected funding 

from PPCR and collaborative arrangements. 

 

Country-led pilot programs build on NAPAs and are strategically aligned with other 

sources of adaptation finance, such as the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF), the 

Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF), UNDP, and other donor-funded activities. They 

aim to provide an inclusive platform for all development partners to cooperate, engage in 

dialogue, and align behind a common strategic approach. 

Immediate outcomes of the PPCR program should include: 

 Increased capacity to integrate climate resilience into country and sectoral 

strategies. 

 More inclusive strategies for climate-resilient growth and development. 

 Increased awareness of vulnerabilities and potential impacts of climate change 

among government and non-government stakeholders. 

 Scaled-up investment for broader interventions and programming for integrating 

climate resilience into national/sectoral, private, and sub-national development 

plans and budgeting. 

 Improved coordination among key stakeholders to implement country-specific 

climate resilient programs.  
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In May 2009 the PPCR Sub-Committee discussed forming a global support program to 

promote knowledge management and sharing. To bolster collaboration, a process was 

devised to self-select observers from civil society and the private sector in order for them 

to take an active part in Sub-Committee deliberations. A self-selection process for 

Indigenous Peoples is also being developed.   

An expert group was formed to identify potential programs, based on need and location, 

and to encourage vulnerable countries to apply.  

 

PPCR AT A GLANCE 

Design SCF under the CIF 

Implemented 

by 

 MDBs: AfDB, ADB, EBRD, IDB, IBRD, and the IFC 

Governance PPCR Sub-Committee with representatives of six contributor and six beneficiary 

country, Adaptation Fund Board, recipient countries 

Country 

eligibility 

ODA and MDB eligibility  

 

 

The PPCR Expert Group 

To provide guidance and identify countries with the most vulnerability and potential for 

transformative action, the PPCR Sub-Committee established an eight-person Expert 

Group with varied backgrounds and expertise. The Group operates off of eight specific 

criteria, in ranking order. Vulnerability and eligibility are two key features in choosing a 

country, along with a country’s preparedness and the possibility for rapid results. 

Geographic and hazard distributions are also a factor: the more varied the circumstances, 

the greater breadth of lessons provided.  

 

After consultations with outside stakeholders, the Expert Group submits a list of 5–10 

potential candidates ahead of the Trust Fund Sub-Committee meeting. Along with the 

list, they provide detailed justifications for each choice and comprehensive findings from 

their deliberations.  

 

Members of the Expert Group are chosen by the Sub-Committee. The Expert Group 

includes   a climate change scientist who has a background assessing global risks and 

vulnerabilities associated with climate change; and a development and climate change 

specialist familiar with country policies and development processes; together with 

economists, environmental specialists, governance and institutions specialists, 

anthropologists, and specialists in rural development and resources management.  
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Forest Investment Program (FIP) 

Developing countries face an increasingly urgent need to sustainably manage their forests 

to reduce GHG emissions and achieve other develop and environmental objectives. 

Deforestation and forest degradation is the second leading cause of global warming, 

producing roughly 20 percent of the world’s GHG emissions and a third of emissions in 

developing countries.  

Rural populations in many developing countries depend on forests and their rich 

ecosystems for their livelihoods, sustenance, and cultural survival, including over 60m 

Indigenous Peoples. Poverty, population growth, poor agricultural practices, and 

increasing demand for wood (for markets and domestic use) all contribute to the 

destruction of forest habitats and related livelihoods.  

But sustainable management of forests is a particularly complex problem in the face of 

competing development priorities: forest products are one of the most important 

economic assets for many developing countries in Latin America, Central Africa, and 

Southeast Asia. Slash-and-burn agricultural practices are rampant in many countries, and 

globally there is a lack of economic recognition of the value of forest-related 

environmental services.  

This must change. Filling an investment gap for carbon-reducing forest initiatives, the 

FIP is designed to offer a critical financing bridge to work with countries in addressing 

the direct and underlying drivers of deforestation and forest degradation. The carbon 

benefits are vast: forests provide a cost-effective means to address climate change—

better forest practices reduce GHG emissions—and preserving forest biomass boasts 

substantial carbon reduction benefits. 

Success depends on stakeholder voice 

 

To be effective, support must be built from the ground up, incorporating forest 

communities, Indigenous Peoples, and other locally involved communities. Their 

participation depends on strengthening their capacity to play an active role in national 

REDD (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation) and FIP 

processes and on recognizing and supporting their tenure rights, forest stewardship roles, 

and traditional forest management systems.  

 

The FIP Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities Dedicated Initiative has been 

established to provide grants to these communities, countries, or regions where there are 

FIP activities. In the planning stage, the grants will support participation in the 

development of FIP investment strategies, programs, and projects. At the implementation 

stage, grants to Indigenous Peoples and local communities will be an integral component 

of each pilot. 

The FIP promotes inclusive, multi-stakeholder ownership at national that includes equal 

emphasis on the rights of men and women.  The FIP provides scaled-up forest financing 
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to catalyze shifts from business-as-usual policies and development paths. It is a learning 

tool to initiate and facilitate steps toward transformational change in developing country 

forest policies and practices. At the implementation level, it is a vehicle to pilot and scale 

up replicable models of sustainable forest management efforts. It is designed to help 

finance large-scale investments and leverage additional financial resources, including 

those from the private sector.  

The FIP will implement a small number of country-led pilot programs to support: 

 Investments that build institutional capacity, forest governance, and information. 

 Investments in forest mitigation efforts, including forest ecosystem services. 

 Investments outside the forest sector to reduce the pressure on forests. 

Significant multilateral efforts are under way to help developing countries engage in 

large-scale response to deforestation, including REDD; however, additional global 

investment is needed to complement these efforts. The FIP is designed to work with other 

mechanisms in the forest aid architecture by providing up-front financing to countries to 

support their readiness strategies for REDD, which emerge from inclusive national 

planning processes.  

 

FIP AT A GLANCE 

Funding US $349 million as of September 30, 2009. 

Implemented 

by 

MDBs, in close collaboration with other development partners, including UN and bilateral 

agencies (MDBs: AfDB, ADB, EBRD, IDB, IBRD, and the IFC) 

Governance FIP Sub-Committee: six contributor + six beneficiary countries; active observer representatives 

from Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) secretariat, GEF, UNFCCC, United Nations 

Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in 

Developing Countries (UN-REDD) technical secretariat, two from civil society, two from 

Indigenous Peoples, and two from private sector. 

Country 

eligibility 

ODA and MDB eligibility 
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Scaling Up Renewable Energy in Low Income Countries Program 

(SREP)  

Renewable energy is often considered a luxury in the developing world. With 1.5 billion 

people without electricity—mostly in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia—mass energy 

production is a top priority. Low income countries must often make difficult trade-off 

decisions, choosing among a set of competing economic, social, and environmental 

priorities. To achieve development goals, the International Energy Agency expects that 

Africa will require an additional 250 million tons of oil equivalent between 2006 and 

2030, and Asia (not including China and India) an additional 400 million.  

As countries themselves recognize, non-renewable development would be a missed 

opportunity for climate and economic growth. Developing regions are awash with 

untapped renewable potential. Africa uses less than 10 percent of its hydro capacity. Asia 

(excluding China) uses only 25 percent. Kenya has large geothermal resources, and 

Africa has one of the highest average annual solar radiations in the world.  

To tap into this potential, the Scaling Up Renewable Energy in Low Income Countries 

Program offers a two-pronged approach. It is designed to support developing low income 

countries in their efforts to expand energy access and stimulate economic growth through 

the scaled-up deployment of renewable energy solutions. It will transform the renewable 

market through a programmatic approach that involves government support for market 

creation, private sector implementation, and productive energy use. 

SREP will generate lessons and experience to help demonstrate how scaled-up financing 

can support low-carbon development in low income countries.  

 

Moving from demonstration to scaled-up delivery 

SREP will be implemented in a small number of low income countries selected on 

objective criteria to maximize its impact and demonstrative effects. It aims to achieve 

widespread deployment of small renewable projects through a country-led, outcome-

focused, and programmatic approach. SREP should assist in government policy, barrier 

removal, and capital and revenue funding that can be achieved only through interventions 

involving all stakeholders and a range of funding sources and incentives. 

 

SREP is designed to achieve results through action on the ground 

 

The program aims to: 

 Provide policy support and technical assistance to develop ambitious national 

renewables strategies. 

 
 Support scaling-up of renewable energy by underwriting additional capital costs 

and risks associated with renewable energy investments and other instruments for 

reducing risk to investors. 
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 Help tackle real and perceived risks in the financial sector through concessional 

credit lines. 

 Encourage private sector investment to significantly increase renewable energy 

capacity in a country’s energy supply.  

 

 

SREP AT A GLANCE 

Funding Target of $250 million minimum launch for pilots/demonstrations.  

Design Program under SCF of the CIF 

Implemented 

by 

MDBs: AfDB, ADB, EBRD, IDB, IBRD, and the IFC. 

Governance SREP Sub-Committee: six contributor + six beneficiary countries; active observer 

representatives, two from civil society, two from Indigenous Peoples, two from 

private sector, and one from Energy for the Poor Initiative (EFPI).  

Country 

Eligibility 

Must be low income country eligible for MDB concessional financing and 

engaged in an active MDB country program. 
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Part II: The CIF’s contribution to climate action 
 

Innovative design 
 

In May 2008 representatives from roughly 40 countries, the multilateral development 

banks (MDBs), and other development partners gathered in Potsdam, Germany to finalize 

a proposal for the Climate Investment Funds (CIF). This marked the end of a six-month 

process to build a representative framework for the distribution of funds to transform how 

development projects approach climate change.  

 

Along with country representatives and the MDBs, the design process relied on 

representatives from the UN and UN agencies, Global Environment Facility (GEF), 

bilateral agencies, Non-governmental organizations (NGOs), private sector entities, and 

technical experts.  

 

The process began with a call for action. As the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) continues to develop a comprehensive strategy to combat 

climate change, the Bali Action Plan
5
 made a call for new approaches to low-carbon 

development—technologies, financial schemes, adaptation plans—that can deliver an 

immediate impact and provide new ideas to transform how developing countries react to 

climate change, and how to pay for it.  

 

Participants wanted the CIF to help scale up existing practices, but also to serve as a 

laboratory for new financing schemes, and a chance to develop sustainable development 

strategies with stakeholders. Stakeholders recognized that the money can travel a lot 

further if the pilot projects are designed to provide lessons learned and engender the use 

of best practices.  

 

To do this it was imperative that the CIF be responsive to a diverse set of stakeholders 

and engage developing countries with a central role in distributing the funds. The Trust 

Fund Committees were designed to be small, with equal representation of contributor 

countries and potential recipients. Decisions are based on consensus, with procedural 

rules for blocking and abstaining.  

 

The meetings also focused on what to fund. Initially the major donors pledged to support 

large technology projects in emerging countries. But not all countries have the capacity to 

scale up large power projects or build large city transport networks. Many have different 

interests and priorities, for example, adapting to climate unpredictability and improving 

development plans to better take account of climate change.  

 

                                                 
5
 The Bali Action Plan on Climate Change, agreed at the 2007 UNFCCC meeting in Bali, 

calls for the international community to do more in providing financial resources and 

investments that support action on mitigation, adaptation, and technology cooperation.   
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In response, representatives decided to design two funds: one for clean technology and 

the other for strategic adaptation and mitigation in the world’s poorest countries. This 

would ensure that the CIF would provide a more comprehensive approach to addressing 

climate mitigation and adaptation in a manner that reflects the priorities of the full 

spectrum of developing countries. 

 

Another aspect of the design process was defining the role of the MDBs, which agreed to 

collectively implement the CIF. Countries recognized the advantages of MDB 

participation: donors can pool their money in one central fund, and developing countries 

can work with institutions where they already have a long-standing relationship. The 

MDBs also have the operational capacity and unmatched ability to leverage additional 

funds from the public and private sectors. 

 

The CIF provide a new framework for MDB collaboration. The investment plans under 

each fund would provide a common platform for MDB assistance to the countries, and 

also enhance broader donor coordination by recipient countries.   

 

Stakeholders also recognized that for the CIF to be effective it was important that they 

complement other initiatives under the UNFCCC framework. Contributors agreed that 

these funds should be additional to what exists currently and should not divert interest 

from worldwide climate negotiations.  

 

Members agreed that CIF projects and decisions should be transparent. They designed a 

Partnership Forum, an annual meeting of stakeholders, for dialogue on strategic 

directions of the CIF and analysis of results and impacts.  

 

The planning process added language to welcome external ―active observers‖ at Trust 

Fund meetings. Stakeholders indicated that they wanted these observers to have more 

influence. During the next nine months, a new framework was designed to self-select 

observers from civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and the private sector. Self-selected 

representatives met for the first time in October 2009.  
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Country-led process  
 

Developing countries are already taking action toward low-carbon development. Many 

countries are investing in and encouraging clean technology. Mexico proposes a 50 

percent emission reduction from 2002 to 2050 and wants 8 percent renewable-generated 

power by 2012. Brazil aims to reduce deforestation by 70 percent. Colombia installed a 

highly successful bus rapid transit system. And Indonesia is reducing fossil-fuel subsidies 

and offering tax breaks for pollution control equipment.  

 

Many low income countries have national development and poverty reduction plans and 

want to buttress them with low-carbon development initiatives. Facing severe water 

shortages, in 2009 Yemen’s cabinet endorsed a National Adaptation Program for Action 

(NAPA) that identifies priority adaptation options, which they can combine with Vision 

2025, their Poverty Reduction Strategy. Governments are also using creative schemes to 

address the risks of a changing climate: in Mongolia, livestock herders are partnering 

with the government and private insurers to mitigate the risks of losing herds during 

severe winters. In 2008, Malawi’s government made a similar arrangement to protect 

itself against drought.  

 

The objective of the CIF is to bolster these efforts for sustainable development and 

poverty reduction by scaling up projects and increasing the speed of implementation. 

Activities financed by the CIF, based on a country-led approach, will be integrated into 

country-owned development strategies, consistent with the Paris Declaration.
6
  

 

When a country approaches the CTF Trust Fund Committee, it must offer a detailed 

proposal that includes existing efforts to integrate climate change policies into national 

development plans. Once a proposal has been accepted, a joint MDB mission visits the 

country to help the government develop a low-carbon investment plan. The Government 

also ensures coordination with other development partners and outreach to stakeholders 

in the country. The plan will function as the basis for investment finance intended to 

support country-owned programs in partnership with MDBs and the private sector. The 

programs will operate under a common framework for planning, implementation, 

expenditure, and monitoring and evaluation. This streamlines the process and aligns it 

with other country-led initiatives.  

 

The Strategic Climate Fund (SCF) also supports joint missions to selected countries to 

develop initiatives that align with existing country-owned adaptation and mitigation 

strategies. For example, the Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) is designed to 

                                                 

6
 The 2005 Paris Declaration endorsed by over 100 countries, aims to increase 

harmonization, alignment and managing aid for results with a set of actions and 

indicators that can be monitored. 
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provide programmatic finance for country-led climate resilient development plans and 

NAPAs.  

 

The CIF are making efforts to balance a country-led emphasis with a desire to ramp up 

programs quickly in order to generate knowledge ahead of UNFCCC climate 

negotiations. Thus far, countries have responded quickly to the CTF: three programs are 

already endorsed, and nine other investment plans are under preparation by the countries 

and the MDBs. The CTF Trust Fund Committee is looking for comprehensive large-scale 

projects that can get the most impact. But it is also realistic about the time it takes to put 

together a sound proposal, and does not want to compromise important country-generated 

sustainable development plans for the sake of speed.  

 

Efforts must ensure that the investment plans are drafted through a collaborative process 

that includes myriad interests and aligns with existing programs offered by other 

development partners. Lessons from the initial Investment Plans can then be applied in 

the preparation of the next cohort. 

 

Supporting Mexico’s low-carbon overhaul  

 

Mexico has emerged as a global leader in climate change. In 2008, Mexico announced a 

plan to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 50 percent below 2002 levels by 

2050. To meet this ambitious goal, Mexico launched the Special Climate Change 

Program as part of its 2007–2012 national development plan. The program identifies 

funding priorities and potential financing resources.  

 

The CTF is boosting these efforts with $500 million to improve bus and light rail transit 

in big cities, increase energy efficiency, and built wind power plants.  

 

Transport is a top priority. Over 75 percent of Mexicans live in sprawling cities, and 

transport contributes 18 percent of Mexico’s GHG emissions, a 27 percent increase from 

1990 to 2005. The CTFs will supply $200 million to the plan, buttressed by a $600 

million loan from the World Bank.  

 

Several wind power projects are under way in Mexico, mostly in the state of Oaxaca. 

CTF money will support a 500MW wind power project and a small hydropower project 

with an estimated capacity of 325MW.  

 

CTF money will also support energy efficiency projects. Studies estimate that more than 

20 percent of Mexico’s energy consumption can be reduced through more efficient 

energy use. 
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Targeting transformative potential 
 

With UNFCCC negotiations ongoing to develop a 2012 framework to address climate 

change, the CIF offers an unprecedented opportunity to make an impact quickly by 

scaling-up financing and other incentives for climate mitigation and adaptation. This can 

have immediate on-the-ground impacts: reducing CO2, preserving forests, and shoring up 

adaptation practices.  

 

But other benefits are analytical. With more than $6 billion in commitments, the CIF 

Fund can operate in countries and select programs that will have a wide impact. Trust 

Fund Committees approve programs based on their potential to catalyze low-carbon 

development in the long-term. 

 

This can happen in several ways. Building 400MW of wind power generation can 

jumpstart the capacity to build more, reducing the initial capital costs and encouraging 

investment. Working with countries and stakeholders to create sustainable development 

plans can help a country identify sectors vulnerable to climate change so that they can 

target the largest needs. Establishing landownership titles for rainforest areas can 

engender sustainable management.  

 

All this can be replicated in other countries with different investment schemes. 

 

The country-led approach builds national capacity for low-carbon development. 

Countries are involved during the entire process—project design, consultations, and 

implementation. Trained government officials, technicians, and local manufacturers can 

apply their greater knowledge. The CIF also identify barriers and initiate their removal to 

low-carbon growth, from financing to regulation.  

 

The lessons can transform how contributing countries finance low-carbon development. 

By learning from the CIF, funders can target practices that have the biggest low-carbon 

development potential, leveraging the investments to the fullest. 

 

Programs also develop partnerships, transforming how different agencies and countries 

work together. The CIF hope to foster more collaboration with NGOs and other interests 

not always invited to the table to plan development projects. The MDBs can also learn 

from CIF practices and incorporate them in MDB-wide lending activities.  

 

Concentrated solar power: a transformative technology 

 

Soaring energy demand is a global phenomenon. But nowhere is growth more precipitous 

than in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), thanks to burgeoning populations and 

rapid economic growth. Since 1980 the region has set the pace globally. This 

development is positive. But it puts a strain on current power systems and presents 

governments with the daunting task of meeting soaring energy demand while also 

avoiding the inefficient and polluting means of generating it.  
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Despite high capital costs, renewable energy is an attractive solution: it is clean, 

potentially inexhaustible, and avoids the headaches of volatile commodity prices. And of 

all the options, CSP is of particular interest in MENA countries—areas hardly short of 

sunlight. Projects are in the design process in Morocco, Egypt, and Algeria.  

 

To bolster these efforts, the CTF Trust Fund Committee approved a concept note in May 

2009, circulated ahead of a formal proposal, to co-finance a regional CSP program that 

would build 8–10 large CSP power plants—a one gigawatt deployment in total—across 

6–9 countries in the region.  

 

According to estimates, the program would avoid releasing 2.6 million tons of carbon 

emissions into the atmosphere per year, roughly 1.5 percent of the current energy sector 

emissions in the Southern Mediterranean countries. This will diversify energy portfolios 

and allow some capacity to be sold to Southern Europe at a premium price. Revenue 

could also come from carbon trading schemes.  

 

If the projects are approved, the CTF can overcome the initial financial barriers to 

building CSP on a large scale. It will provide the critical mass to attract private 

investment, use economies of scale to reduce costs, and manage country and technical 

risk. Increased manufacturing capacity would follow, boosting the local economy 

(current MENA region solar projects use 30 percent locally manufactured hardware) and 

providing long-term production capacity. 

 

 

Expert groups to speed the transformation 

 

The PPCR, FIP, and SREP includes, in each case, an independent expert group to make 

recommendations for country selection based on program-specific criteria. Each group 

consists of members chosen for expertise, strategic and operational experience, and 

diversity of perspectives (scientific, economic, gender, and developmental). Group 

members must also have climate change experience in such areas as agriculture, forestry, 

fisheries, and health.  

 

 

Leveraging transformation 

 

The MDBs, the largest development organizations in the world, can offer attractive 

grants, highly concessional financing, and experience. The leveraging capacity is 

unmatched. It has been estimated that for every dollar an MDB spends, it leverages six 

more from outside. For the CIF, MDB involvement mitigates risk and encourages other 

actors to invest in low-carbon business plans. 
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An innovative approach to governance 
 

The governing structure 

The governing structure of the CIF is unique. Contributor and developing countries 

(potential recipients) are represented and vote equally. Each country receives one vote, 

and decisions are by consensus of the decision-making members. If a consensus is not 

possible, the proposal is postponed or withdrawn. A country can block a vote or state an 

objection by attaching a note to the decision, in which case the majority will carry.  

 

The Trust Fund Committees of the Clean Technology Fund (CTF) and the Strategic 

Climate Fund (SCF) each consist of eight members from contributor countries, chosen 

through a consultation among contributors, and eight representatives from eligible 

recipient countries. Representatives from eligible recipient countries are selected on a 

regional basis through consultations among such countries. Each representative serves for 

a two-year term; however, to begin, some members will serve only one year, to stagger 

arrivals.  

 

The CTF Trust Fund Committee has some of the biggest developing countries: India, 

China, Brazil, South Africa, Morocco, Mexico, Turkey, and Egypt. 

  

The SCF Sub-Committees have six representatives from provider and potential recipient 

countries respectively. At least one member from each should also have a seat on the SCF 

Trust Fund Committee. Like the CTF and SCF committees, countries are geographically 

representative. Countries selected for pilot programs are given first priority to sit on Sub-

Committees. 

 

One representative of the MDBs, selected by the MDB committee, and a representative 

from the World Bank also serve as nonvoting members on each committee. Other 

stakeholders may observe and take part in the meetings. Representatives from the 

UNFCCC, GEF, civil society, Indigenous Peoples (on the SCF), and the private sector 

can all attend meetings. Civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and the private sector are 

chosen though a formal self-selection process.  

 

Disclosing the process  

The CIF recognize the fundamental importance of transparency and accountability to the 

success of their investments and the governing bodies of the funds have agreed that it is 

essential to be open about its activities and to seek out opportunities to share lessons with 

the widest possible audience.   

The CIF have established a website in which it regularly posts information on the funds, 

including the document and proposed decisions to be considered by the CIF Committees.  

The first Partnership Forum was broadcast on the web to allow for wider participation in 

the event.  

In May 2009, the Trust Fund Committees approved a disclosure policy that calls for 

country-owned investment plans and strategies developed under each of the Trust Funds 
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to be disclosed in-country prior to their submission to a CIF Committee for approval. 

Proposed plans are also posted on the CIF website no later than 3 weeks prior to review 

of the proposal by a Committee.  

In the case of proposed programs and projects, an information document describing the 

proposal is to be made public at least two weeks prior to a decision on the funding of the 

proposal.  

The policy recognizes that a country or a project proposer may have justifiable reasons 

for not publicly disclosing all information in an investment plan or project.  In this case, 

certain information may be kept confidential.  This is to be done only on an exceptional 

basis, and non-disclosure of information is to be justified to the Committee. 
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MDB collaboration 

A partnership among MDBs on this scale is unprecedented. If the framework of the CIF 

gets MDBs to join forces more broadly, it could contribute to shifting how the lending 

community approaches climate change – and can lead to better results.  

 

The geographical presence and the financial resources at the disposal of the MDBs are 

enormous. Their leveraging power is unmatched. Thousands of managers with global 

expertise bring knowledge to local projects. Combining these resources maximizes 

lending impact.  

 

This is an attractive prospect for contributors and for countries seeking large-scale 

financing. But for it to succeed, the MDBs must work to operate a common, coordinated, 

and lean framework to oversee the disbursement of funds and knowledge.  

 

Understanding the proper role of the MDBs is critical. In a governance capacity, the 

MDBs function as a facilitator and advisor, as spelled out in the governance framework. 

Bank representatives do not vote on the Trust Fund Committees and defer to country 

representatives to select programs and appoint expert groups. An Administrative Unit, 

housed at the World Bank, supports the work of the CIF in an advisory and secretarial 

capacity.  

 

A separate MDB committee, comprising a representative from each bank, harmonizes 

MDB climate change portfolios and links programs with CIF-supported initiatives. It 

meets virtually with the CIF Administrative Unit on a regular basis to give MDBs a more 

active role in this capacity: reviewing CIF documentation, making recommendations to 

the secretariat, and monitoring progress in implementing approved programs. The 

committee also engages with outside actors—bilateral development agencies and 

development partners—to promote cofinancing.  

 

Getting the banks to assume a cooperative, advisory role takes time. The potential for 

competition between the banks is being addressed and resisted. All banks must have an 

equal voice. Individual banks must not attempt to influence countries at the expense of 

the other MDBs. And the CIF should not be misunderstood as solely a program of one 

bank.  

 

Some early results on the ground show increased cooperation among MDBs and also 

with the private sector. Regular MDB Committee meetings have helped align activities, 

and this cohesion is trickling down.  
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Engaging a full range of stakeholders 
 

The CIF are part of the ongoing collaborative effort to address climate change. To align 

development and low-carbon aims, the CIF attempt to engage a diverse set of interests, to 

make the reaction as inclusive as global warming is widespread. This approach is 

designed to encourage collaboration among interests that have not always been involved 

together in strategic discussions.  

 

Climate Investment Fund stakeholders include contributor and eligible recipient 

countries, MDBs, UN organizations, GEF, UNFCCC, the Adaptation Fund, bilateral 

development agencies, (NGOs), private sector entities, and scientific and technical 

experts. 

 

The approach also recognizes the ongoing work under the UNFCCC, where many of the 

same parties are working on a new global response to climate change. Involving as many 

interests as possible can maximize the generation and dissemination of ideas while these 

deliberations are still under way.  

 

Engaging civil society 
Over the past year, stakeholders and CIF administrators engaged in a collaborative effort 

to formalize a role and selection process for civil society observers on Trust Fund 

Committees. Each operational Trust Fund Committee and Sub-Committee has four civil 

society organization (CSO) observers chosen by self-selection. Observers serve for one 

year.  

 

This solution began with concerns over the approval of the CIF. After a highly 

collaborative design process, civil society representatives—NGOs, Indigenous Peoples, 

and the private sector—wanted to play a larger role in Trust Fund Committee 

deliberations. Indeed, the design documents for each operational Committee (CTF, SCF, 

PPCR) did not provide for civil society representation. The Trust Fund Committees 

agreed on the need for formalizing NGO attendance and civil society participation. In 

December, the Administrative Unit contacted the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature (IUCN), an NGO umbrella organization, to conduct a review and prepare a 

proposal. 

 

Based on current practices of other multilateral bodies, the IUCN’s findings advocated 

for greater civil society involvement to offer independent monitoring, technical expertise, 

and access to different audiences. The IUCN also believed that CSO presence would 

strengthen the democratic process of the CIF Trust Fund Committees. The review 

suggested that observers be self-selected under criteria that maximised expertise (relevant 

to a particular Committee) and achieves a geographical balance and equitable gender 

representation.  

 

To begin the process, the CIF Administrative Unit reached out to RESOLVE, a non-

profit facilitator, which then conducted interviews with NGOs to gather ideas for the self-
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selection process. In April 2008, drawing on these interviews, RESOLVE formed a group 

of non-profit civil society members (not interested in CIF representation) to serve on an 

advisory committee to develop selection criteria.  

 

In June a call for applications, translated into 11 languages, went out to non-profit CSOs. 

A month later, after the application window shut, RESOLVE posted a shortlist of 

candidates on its website for NGOs to vote on. Based on the results and an interest in 

balanced representation (based on region and need), the advisory committee and 

RESOLVE selected candidates and an alternate for each committee.  

 

In addition to the new selection process, Committee members agreed to include one or 

two Indigenous Peoples representatives on the SCF Committees. A self-selection process 

is under development in collaboration with Indigenous Peoples.  

 

Self-selection of Indigenous Peoples observers 

 

Regarding the self-selection process of active observers for Indigenous Peoples, the CIF 

Administrative Unit (AU) approached representatives of the Indigenous Peoples groups 

who had participated in the FIP design process, and also the UN  Permanent Forum on 

Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), to receive advice on an approach for the observer self-

selection process which would be appropriate for the indigenous community. In response, 

the Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusntara (AMAN) proposed ―Process and Criteria for the 

Selection Process of the Indigenous Peoples Observers to the Trust Fund Committees and 

Sub-Committees of the CIF.‖ This proposal was based on experience of Indigenous 

Peoples in Asia. In a teleconference with representatives from the Indigenous Peoples 

community (including UNFPII), the CIF AU, and RESOLVE (the NGO that facilitated 

the self-selection process for civil society), the proposal was discussed in light of the 

lessons learned from the self-selection process for civil society. It was decided to revise 

the draft taking into consideration all comments and adapt the process to take account of 

diverse regional capacities and needs.  

 

The October meetings will be the first test of the self-selection process. Civil society 

representatives are invited to participate in Trust Fund Committee Meetings as active 

observers, where they can request the floor, add items to the meeting agenda, and 

recommend external experts to speak on a specific agenda item.  
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Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) 

Term: October 2009- Partnership Forum 2011 

Clean Technology Fund  

Observer Region Organization 

John Gakumba 

Bosco 

Africa NILE Basin Discourse Forum in Rwanda (Rwanda) 

Bhawani Shanker 

Kusum 

Asia Gram Bharati Samiti (GBS) (India) 

Smita Nakhooda Developed 

Countries 

World Resources Institute (U.S.) 

Omar Esau Nuñez 

Vasquez 

Latin America Honduran Association of Boards for Water, 

Systems Administration (Honduras) 

Wasim Wagha Alternate DAMAAN Development Organization (Pakistan) 

Strategic Climate Fund  

Observer Region Organization 

Elder Ogazi Emeka Africa Transparency and Economic Development 

Initiatives, Climate  

Change Nigeria, and Publish What You Pay 

Nigeria (Nigeria) 

Bhola Bhattarai Asia Federation of Community Forestry Users, Nepal 

(FECOFUN)  

(Nepal) 

 Susanne Breitkopf Developed 

Countries 

Greenpeace International (USA) 

Teresa Flores 

Bedregal 

Latin America  Association for Defense of Nature—PRODENA  

(Bolivia) 

Sena Alouka Alternate Jeunes Volontaires pour l’Environnement (Togo) 

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience 

Observer Region Organizations 

Maurice O. 

Odhiambo 

Africa Resource Conflict Institute (RECONCILE) 

(Kenya) 

Maksha Ram 

Maharjan 

Asia CARE Nepal (Nepal) 

Ilana Solomon Developed 

Countries 

ActionAid (USA) 
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Sergio Fonseca Latin America APREC Coastal Ecosystems (Brazil) 

Ghan Shyam Pandey Alternate FECOFUN (Nepal) 
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Engaging the private sector 

Some skeptics might look at the CIF and suggest that $6 billion will do little to keep 

global warning to an increase of 2°C. In a sense, they are right: while $6 billion is an 

achievement, it falls dishearteningly short of the $140–165 billion the World Bank 

estimates is needed annually.  

 

But in another sense, they should be hopeful: during the next 20 years, trillions of dollars 

will be spent to upgrade power plants, run power lines, and build subways. And the 

majority of this money will come not from bilateral funding or MDB loans, but from the 

private sector. The challenge is to ensure that much of this development is low in carbon. 

The private sector has a critical role in this because it can bring in financial leverage to 

the public funding. In developing countries, engaging the private sector will lead to a 

much needed expansion of the number of counterparts for project development and 

implementation. 

 

To achieve the goal of shifting private sector investment onto a low-carbon path, a mix of 

financial incentives, technical assistance, and knowledge transfer will be required, while 

the goal of additionality must be kept in mind. Cash incentives alone are a help. But they 

will not suffice. CIF funding can provide large volumes of concessional funds, as well as 

the much smaller funding required for capacity building, to ensure that the investment 

will achieve the transformation objective. Combining the CIF with the demonstrated 

expertise of the MDBs will give the private sector an opportunity to experiment with 

more large-scale green technology projects, and it will address the challenge of 

adaptation. Technical assistance combined with concessional finance reduces the risk and 

increases the attractiveness of projects to private investors, allowing businesses to work 

with new clients in emerging- or low income countries that need to either replace or 

expand their energy infrastructure. Large-scale projects also increase familiarity and 

build delivery capacity in the industry that establishes them, and this can reduce costs and 

barriers in the future.  

 

There are already several encouraging signs that this is happening. All the approved CTF 

projects have some private involvement and foresee capacity building measures. For the 

Turkish investment plan, the CTF is investing $250 million in local financing institutions, 

and this will be supported by considerable technical assistance. These local banks can 

then offer loans to private projects with carbon-reduction benefits; in the process the 

banks will develop lasting management capability to assessing such loans. Mexico is 

using development bank loans, including $200 million in CTF money, for urban transport 

projects, which have leveraged $643 million in private funding. Another $50 million CTF 

loan bolsters an existing $135 million International Finance Cooperation (IFC) initiative 

for private investment in renewable energy. And a $1.1 billion public-private wind 

project in Egypt is using $200 million in CTF funding for transmission lines.  
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Two CTF projects in Egypt  

 

As Egypt’s population grows at an astonishing clip of 2 percent a year, it faces massive 

challenges to meet energy demand that is increasing at 7–8 percent annually. To meet the 

surge, a bevy of power projects are slated for constriction over the next five years, 

ramping up energy production to 32,000MW, up from 22,000 currently.  

 

While carbon-based power plants will be the bulk of the new projects, Egypt is making 

significant strides to expand renewable energy production. This can help compensate for 

declining oil production—now averaging 664,000 barrels a day in 2007, down from 

950,000 in 1995—which threatens to make Egypt more vulnerable to volatile commodity 

prices.  

 

The renewable goals are ambitious: the government has set a target of 20 percent 

renewable energy production by 2020, and by then hopes to generate 7,200MW from 

wind alone.  

 

To meet this, Egypt is one of the first countries to apply for funding through the CTF, 

which has endorsed $300 billion in concessional financing that augments additional 

funding from the World Bank, the AfDB, bilateral development agencies, the private 

sector, and other sources.  

 

Two projects will benefit. The first is a wind project, already 400MW strong, which lacks 

adequate transmission capacity to build an additional 600MW installation. The CTF will 

contribute $200 million for the $1.1 billion project. The second part of the program offers 

$100 million to help finance a public transit overhaul in Cairo, an $865 million 

undertaking. 

 

Both programs offer relief for Egyptian air quality and roadways. Egypt has some of the 

fastest growing GHG emissions in the world, ranking in the top 11 globally. Under 

current trends, Egypt faces a 50 percent increase in GHG emissions, 70 percent of which 

comes from the electricity and transport sectors.  

 

Public transport reform has much potential in Egypt; roughly two-thirds of the population 

use it, so significant changes can have a big impact. The CTF will partially finance light 

rail and bus rapid transit to help reduce the 20 million motorized person trips clogging the 

roadways at present—and spewing 13 million tons of CO2 a year. The government hopes 

to reduce carbon emissions by 1.5 million tons annually by constructing six new bus 

rapid transit corridors in Cairo and rail links to major suburbs.  
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Involving the private sector in CIF governance 

On a governance level, the CIF are making strides to include the private sector. Once the 

CIF were operational, stakeholders suggested creating a formal self-selection process to 

choose private sector observers. In response, the CIF Administrative Unit invited the 

World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), a CEO-led global 

association of roughly 200 companies dealing with business and sustainable 

development, to create and administer a self-selection process.  

 

The Council received applications for three committees—the CTF, SCF, and the PPCR—

and two observers were selected on the basis of criteria created by the WBCSD advisory 

board that maximized representation from different types of business and spread 

representation across different geographical locations. The selection process was 

designed to attract highly qualified candidates that can make a contribution to the specific 

committee. To this end, the advisory board did not think any applicants for the PPCR 

were eligible and decided to wait for more applications before choosing a candidate. 

 

Observers are instructed to report findings and circulate them to the WBCSD and other 

sustainable development partners. The WBCSD’s website will post the observations.  

 

The selected private sector observers will first participate during meetings at the end of 

October 2009. The WBCSD has been requested to assist in the self-selection process for 

the private sector observers in the Forest Investment Program (FIP) and the Scaling Up 

Renewable Energy Program in Low Income Countries (SREP).  

 

Private Sector Observers 

Term: October 2009- Partnership Forum 2011 

Clean Technology Fund  

Observer Company/Organization Represented 

Marc Stuart, Ecosecurities The World Business Council for Sustainable 

Development (WBCSD) 

Steve Sawyer (supported by Business 

Council for Sustainable Energy/Lisa 

Jacobson) 

Global Wind Energy Council  

Strategic Climate Fund (SCF) 

Observer Company/Organization Represented 

Granville Martin, JPMorgan Chase International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 

Elizabeth Wallace MEDA Investment Inc 
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Pilot Program for Climate Resistance 

The process for self-selecting private sector representatives for the PPCR has not been 

concluded yet. The WBCSD decided not to recommend anyone but to keep the 

opportunity open and continue to seek a suitable candidate. 

Including Indigenous Peoples: the FIP design process  
During the final design meeting of the CIF, it was agreed that to form a comprehensive 

response to climate change, a Forest Investment Program should be established to 

mobilize funds to reduce deforestation and degradation and promote sustainable 

management of forests. Poverty and potentially more profitable land uses in forested and 

semi-forested regions are the leading cause of deforestation and degradation, which 

contributes 18 percent of global GHG emissions.  

 

But forest policy affects more than the climate; it affects livelihoods. Forests are home to 

60 million Indigenous Peoples who are completely dependent on forest resources, while 

350 million are highly forest-dependent. Forests provide fuel, food, medicines, building 

material, and sellable goods.  

 

In the first design meeting in October 2008, countries agreed that it was imperative to 

include Indigenous Peoples communities and take into account country-led priority 

strategies, along with other programmes, such as the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility 

(FCPF) and United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from 

Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (UN-REDD). Learning 

lessons from designing the CTF, SCF, and PPCR, it was also decided to form a working 

group of government representatives, NGOs, Indigenous Peoples, the private sector, and 

UN agencies to draft a design document ahead of the second meeting.  

 

At the second meeting in March 2009, a draft design was circulated and posted on the 

FIP website for comments. Developed and developing countries and NGOs sent in 

comments, which were then posted for others to read. Many comments fed off previous 

posts.  

 

Groups offered praise for including Indigenous Peoples organizations in the design 

process as a logical legal consequence of the rights of Indigenous Peoples to participate 

in international policy processes related to developments that will affect their territories, 

and in support of rights protected in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples.  

 

Other comments centered on a definition of what constitutes a forest and what is 

sustainable forestry. Financing was also an issue: many worried about using loans instead 

of grants. NGOs were concerned with how the FIP fit in with the UNFCCC framework 

and coordinated with REDD policies.  
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After the third design meeting, in May, the co-chairs formed two working groups 

comprised of governments, NGOs, and indigenous groups to develop precise language 

for two critical sections of the FIP design document. Each group then presented its 

findings to the co-chairs, ahead of the pledging meeting in July 2009.  

 

One substantial outcome of the design process was a dedicated initiative to provide grants 

to Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Among other things, the grants aim to 

support capacity building for Indigenous Peoples and local communities to secure 

customary land tenure and resource rights and to participate in planning, implementing, 

monitoring, and evaluating forest activities.  

 

Working with institutional partners 

In response to the 2007 Bali Action Plan, which called for multilateral bodies to support 

integrated adaptation and mitigation, the CIF are a way to increase the availability of 

innovative financing for low-carbon projects. Within this framework, the CIF are 

intended to complement and support the efforts of other institutions and bilateral efforts. 

 

They also aim to include them. Other developing partners can collaborate on CIF 

programs, and representatives from the UNFCCC and GEF are invited to join Trust Fund 

Committees as observers.  

 

 

Additionality 

The CIF are designed to bolster existing funding mechanisms, not deplete them. Upon 

pledging money to the CIF, contributors agreed that such funding would be in addition to 

existing development financing. While climate change is a major global issue, combating 

it should not be at the expense of other efforts. 

 

Sunset clause  

The CIF are designed to conclude operations once a new financial architecture is 

established by the UNFCCC. If so decided, the CIF will not enter any new agreement 

with contributors once the agreement providing for a new financial architecture is 

effective. The CTF and the SCF will decide when to cease making allocations from 

outstanding balances. 
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Part III: Learning by design 
 

Getting results 
 

Within one year, the Climate Investment Funds (CIF) have moved rapidly from the 

design phase to implementation. The CIF have already allocated close to $1 billion, 

mostly for clean technology investment plans. Interest among developing countries 

continues to grow. At the beginning of 2009 three countries had submitted investment 

plans to the CTF. As of October 2009, 15-20 more are planning to do so. Meanwhile, 9 

countries and 2 regions are slated to participate in the Pilot Program for Climate 

Resilience (PPCR). A joint mission from the Asian Development Bank (ADB), World 

Bank, and International Finance Corporation (IFC) met recently with government 

representatives in Nepal to discuss country priorities for climate resilience and a 

subsequent investment program. 

 

The Forest Investment Program (FIP), unveiled this summer, now has enough financing 

to begin operations. Meanwhile, the Program on Scaling Up Renewable Energy in Low 

Income Countries (SREP) will start as soon as sufficient funds are pledged.  

 

Speed is the key to the CIF’s success. Their impact depends on action. To develop 

lessons ahead of a new climate change agreement, programs must be up and running 

soon.  

 

Engaging stakeholders 
 

The challenge in the first year was translating the cooperative effort of the design process 

to an inclusive operational structure. Decision-making and disclosure were problematic at 

the beginning. But as time went on, Trust Fund Committee members agreed on the need 

for developing a formal role for other stakeholders as observers. The design of the self-

selection process was based on independent advice (from non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) and the private sector) and using best practices from other 

organizations. The NGO and private sector observers met for the first time at the October 

2009 meetings. A self-selection process for Indigenous Peoples observers awaits 

approval.  

 

The 2010 Partnership Forum: encouraging feedback and learning 
 

Learning is a systematic component of the CIF. In a sense it is the primary objective. 

During the first year, the CIF benefited from this quality, revising the governing structure 

to include civil society observers, and incorporating lessons into the FIP design process. 

Lessons to date have focused mainly on the design process and the new governing 

structure.  

 

To catalyze dialogue among all relevant stakeholders and harvest learning from 

experiences to date, the CIF hold an annual Partnership Forum to openly assess existing 

programs and to promote feedback and an exchange of ideas among stakeholders. The 
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next Partnership Forum is in March 2010 at the headquarters of the ADB in Manila. 

Participants will include: developed and developing countries involved in the CIF, the 

multilateral development banks (MDBs), the UN and UN organizations, Global 

Environment Facility (GEF), United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC), the Adaptation Fund, Bilateral Development agencies, NGOs, Indigenous 

Peoples, scientific and technical experts, and the private sector.  

 

Discussions will focus on the design process of the CIF and early feedback from 

programs. Participants are encouraged to be open and candid about what has been 

achieved and what improvements can be made. The Forum is also a chance to build 

awareness of the opportunities for CIF participation and showcase how quickly the CIF 

have has gone from design to providing funding for ongoing projects.  

 

Learning symposiums will be held during the weeklong event. A private sector forum 

will explore opportunities to engage in implementing the CIF and their programs. 

Another will present emerging scientific and technical knowledge led by the UN 

Environment Programme (UNEP). Current pilot countries will also provide early lessons.  

 

To bolster consultations with outside groups, the Trust Fund Committees suggested 

forming an advisory committee ahead of the March meeting to provide strategic advice 

on the design of the Forum. The eight member committee has representatives from the 

Administrative Unit, MDBs, NGOs (North and South), UNEP, Indigenous Peoples, and 

the private sector.  

 

The CIF also commissioned a study on lessons learned from the design process and 

operational lessons, to be released at the Partnership Forum. The study relies on accounts 

from those involved in every stage of the CIF—from design to implementation—and 

aims to catalyze a constructive dialogue on how best to move forward. The study seeks 

the views of a wide range of stakeholders, including governments and organizations from 

developing countries.   

 

Funding will be provided for participation in the Partnership Forum by country 

representatives and stakeholders from low Income countries. Rotating the location of the 

Forum will provide opportunities for greater regional representation.  
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Annexes 

 
Financial statements  
 

 

                

CLEAN TECHNOLOGY FUND 

Table 1. Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                

        Pledges   

Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency    Amount  a/    

Australia   Grant   AUD   

                     

100    

France   Loan   EUR   

                     

203    

Germany   Loan   EUR   

                     

500    

Japan   Grant   USD   

                  

1,000    

Spain   Capital   EUR   

                       

80    

Sweden   Grant   SEK   

                     

600    

United 

Kingdom b/ Capital   GBP   

                     

385    

United States   Grant   USD   

                  

1,980    

                

a/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 4.9 billion.       

b/ Amount pledged under the Strategic Climate Fund and 

allocated to the Clean Technology Fund.    

c/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.     
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  STRATEGIC CLIMATE FUND   

Table 1. Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                    

          Pledges     

  Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency   

 Amount  

a/      

  Australia   Grant   AUD   

               

50.0      

  Canada   Grant   CAD   

             

100.0      

  Denmark   Grant   DKK   

             

130.0      

  Germany   Grant   EUR   

               

50.0      

  Japan   Grant   USD   

             

200.0      

  Netherlands   Grant   EUR   

               

54.4      

  Norway b/   Grant   USD   

             

176.0      

  Switzerland   Grant   USD   

               

20.0      

  

United Kingdom  

c/   Capital   GBP   

             

800.0      

  United States   Grant   USD   

               

20.0      

                    

  a/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 2 billion.         

  

b/ Norway's pledge to Forest Investment Program was made in USD and 

to Scaling Up Renewable Energy in NOK.     

  

c/ Includes allocation of GBP 385 million to the Clean Technology Fund, GBP 

3.5 million to Readiness Fund of the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF), 

GBP 11.5 million to Carbon Fund of the FCPF and GBP 50 million to the Congo 

Basin Fund.   

  d/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.         
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  STRATEGIC CLIMATE FUND   

Table 1a. PPCR - Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                    

          Pledges     

  Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency   

 Amount  

a/      

  Australia   Grant   AUD   

               

40.0      

  Canada   Grant   CAD   

             

100.0      

  Germany   Grant   EUR   

               

50.0      

  Japan   Grant   USD   

               

50.0      

  United Kingdom   Capital   GBP   

             

225.0      

                    

  a/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 614 million.         

  b/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.         
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  STRATEGIC CLIMATE FUND   

Table 1b. FIP - Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                    

          Pledges     

  Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency   

 Amount  

a/      

  Australia   Grant   AUD   

               

10.0      

  Denmark   Grant   USD   

               

10.0      

  Norway  c/   Grant   USD   

             

150.0      

  

United Kingdom  

d/   Capital   GBP   

             

100.0      

  United States   Grant   USD   

               

20.0      

                    

  a/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 330 million.         

  b/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.         

  

c/ USD 50 million will be released after January 2010, with a higher level of 

funding to be released over the following two years contingent upon (i) the 

significant participation of other donors; (ii) operational progress of the program; 

and (iii) outcome of UNFCCC deliberations on financing for REDD.   

  

d/ The UK pledge is GBP 50 million, with up to a further GBP 50 million 

available contingent upon (i) operational progress of the program and (ii) the 

outcome of wider deliberations on interim forest financing.   
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  STRATEGIC CLIMATE FUND   

Table 1c.  SREP - Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts  a/ 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                    

          Pledges     

  Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency   

 Amount  

b/      

  Netherlands   Grant   EUR   

               

54.4      

  Norway   Grant   NOK   

             

150.0      

  Switzerland   Grant   USD   

               

20.0      

  United Kingdom    Capital   GBP   

               

50.0      

                    

  a/ SREP is not officially established yet.             

  b/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 206 million.         

  c/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.         

  d/ Represents provisional allocation.             

                    

 

 

                    

  STRATEGIC CLIMATE FUND   

Table 1d. Status of Pledges, Contributions and Receipts - Unallocated 

as of September 30, 2009 

(in millions) 

                    

          Pledges     

  Contributor   

Contribution 

Type   Currency   

 Amount  

a/      

  Denmark   Grant   DKK   

               

79.2      

  Japan   Grant   USD   

             

150.0      

                    

  a/ Total value amounts to USD eq. 166 million.         

  b/ Represents countersigned contribution agreement.         
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Endorsed Investment Plans and approved projects 
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Members of Trust Fund Committees 

 
Clean Technology Fund 

 
AUSTRALIA 

 

Mr. Robin Davies 

Assistant Director General 

Sustainable Development Group 

Australian Agency for International 

Development 

Level 9, 20 Allara Street 

Canberra City, ACT 2601 

AUSTRALIA 

Tel: 61 2 620 64584 

E-mail: robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010  

BRAZIL 

 

Mr. Eduardo Saboia 

Senior Advisor to the Executive Director 

The World Bank 

1818 H Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20433 USA 

Tel: (202) 458-0097 

E-mail: esaboia@worldbank.org 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

CHINA 

 

Mr. Shaolin Yang 

Executive Director, China 

The World Bank 

1818 H St., N.W. 

Washington, DC 20433, USA 

Tel: (202) 458-0058 

E-mail: syang@worldbank.org 

 

October 

2009 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

EGYPT 

 

Mr. Mohamed Hammam 

Assistant to the Minister in Charge of 

International Organizations, 

International, Regional & Arab 

Financing Institutions 

Ministry of International Cooperation 

8 Adly St., Downtown 

Cairo, EGYPT 

Tel: +202 23912815 - +202 23955280, 

+202 23916214 

Fax: +202 23915167 

E-mail: mhammam@mic.gov.eg 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

mailto:robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:esaboia@worldbank.org
mailto:syang@worldbank.org
mailto:mhammam@mic.gov.eg
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FRANCE 

 

**  

Mr. Francois Marion 

Head of Unit 

Official Development Assistance and  

Multilateral Development Institutions 

Treasury Directorate 

FRANCE 

Tel: +33 1 44 87 73 63 

E-mail: Francois.marion@dgtpe.fr 

 

October 

2008 –

June 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GERMANY 

 

Mr. Cyril Rousseau 

Cyril.rousseau@dgtpe.fr 

General Direction of Treasry and Political 

Economy 

 

 

Mr. Frank Fass-Metz 

Head of Division 

Environment and Sustainable Use of 

Natural Resources 

Federal Ministry for Economic 

Cooperation and Development 

Dahlmannstrabe 4, 53113 

Bonn, GERMANY 

Tel: +49 (0) 228-99 535 3745 

Fax: +49 (0) 228 99 535 3980 

E-mail: Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de 

 

June 

2009—

Partnership 

Forum 

2010 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

INDIA 

 

* Mr. Jawed Usmani 

Senior Advisor to the Executive Director 

for Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Sri 

Lanka 

The World Bank 

1818 H Street NW 

Washington D.C. 20433 USA 

Tel: (202) 458-1048—Fax: (202) 522-1553 

E-mail: jusmani@worldbank.org 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

JAPAN 

 

Mr. Hiroshi Takami 

Director for Development Issues 

International Bureau 

Ministry of Finance  

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

mailto:Francois.marion@dgtpe.fr
mailto:Cyril.rousseau@dgtpe.fr
mailto:Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de
mailto:jusmani@worldbank.org
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3-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku 

Tokyo 100-8940, JAPAN 

Tel: +81-3-3581-3238 , Fax: +81-3-5251-

2139  

Email:hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp 

 

2009/2010 

 

 

 

 

MEXICO 

 

**  

 

 

 

 

Mr. Ricardo Ernesto Ochoa Rodríguez 

Head of the International Financial Affairs 

Unit, Ministry of Finance 

MEXICO 

E-Mail: ricardo_ochoa@hacienda.gob.mx 

 

 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

MOROCCO  

 

 

Mr. El Amrani Abdelkrim 

Chargé de Mission 

Ministere Des Affaires Economiques 

Quartier Administratie Agdal- Rabat  

Morrocco 

Tel: 212 376 87316 

E-mail: elamrani@affaires-

generals.gov.ma 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

SOUTH AFRICA 

 

* Mr. Zaheer Fakir 

Chief Director and Policy Advisor 

International Governance and Relations 

Dept. of Environmental Affairs and 

Tourism 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Tel: 27-12-310 3828 

E-mail: zfakir@deat.gov.za 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

SPAIN 

 

** Ms. Vanesa Alvarez Franco 

 Advisor 

Ministry of Economy and Finance 

Paseo Castellana, 162 

17
th

 Floor, DESP 20 28046 

Madrid, SPAIN 

Tel: 34 91 583 58 74 

E-mail: Vanesa.alvarez@meh.es 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

mailto:hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp
mailto:ricardo_ochoa@hacienda.gob.mx
mailto:elamrani@affaires-generals.gov.ma
mailto:elamrani@affaires-generals.gov.ma
mailto:zfakir@deat.gov.za
mailto:Vanesa.alvarez@meh.es
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SWEDEN 

 

* Ms. Carly Smith Jönsson 

 Desk Officer 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs 

Department for Multilateral Development 

Cooperation 

SE-103 39 Stockholm, SWEDEN 

Tel: 46 8 405 13 64 

E-mail: carly.jonsson@foreign.ministry.se 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

 

 

TURKEY 

 

*  

 

 

Mr. Özgür Pehlivan  

Deputy Director General 

General Directorate of Foreign Economic 

Relations, Undersecretariat of Treasury 

Inonu Bulvari No. 36 06510 

Emek-Ankara, TURKEY 

Tel: +90 312 212 8256/Fax +90 312 212 

85 50 

E-mail: ozgur.pehlivan@hazine.gov.tr 

 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

UNITED  

KINGDOM 

 

*  

Mr. Greg Briffa 

Team Leader Climate and Environment 

Group 

Department for International Development 

1 Palace Street 

London SW1E 5HE, UNITED KINGDOM 

E-mail: g-briffa@dfid.gov.uk 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

USA 

 

* Mr.William Pizer  

Deputy Assistant Secretary 

Department of Treasury 

Office of Environment & Energy 

Room 3222 MT 

1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC20020USA 

Tel: (202) 622-0173 

E-mail: william.pizer@do.treas.gov 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

 

mailto:carly.jonsson@foreign.ministry.se
mailto:ozgur.pehlivan@hazine.gov.tr
mailto:g-briffa@dfid.gov.uk
mailto:william.pizer@do.treas.gov
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Strategic Climate Fund 

 

 
ALGERIA 

 

*  

Mr. Zenir Youcef 

Directeur 

Ministère de l’Amenagement du Territoir,  

de l’Environnement et du Tourisme,  

chemin des 4 cannons Alger Algerie 

Tel: 00 213 21 43 28 58 

E-mail: zeniryoucef@yahoo.fr 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

AUSTRALIA 

 

Mr. Robin Davies 

Assistant Director General 

Sustainable Development Group 

Australian Agency for International 

Development 

Level 9, 20 Allara Street 

Canberra City, ACT 2601 

AUSTRALIA 

Tel: 61 2 620 64584 

E-mail: robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

BANGLADESH 

 

Mr. Mohammad Mejbahuddin 

Additional Secretary 

Economic Relations Division, 

Ministry of Finance 

Shere-E-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka-1207 

Bangladesh 

Tel.++88-02-8112684 

Fax. ++88-02-8113088 

E-mail: mejbah_uddin@yahoo.com 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

CANADA 

 

**  

* Mr. Roger Ehrhardt 

Director General 

Canadian International Development 

Agency 

Multilateral Development Institutions 

Directorate (MDI) 

200 Promenade du Portage 

Gatineau, Quebec 

K1A 0G4, CANADA 

E-mail: ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-

cida.gc.ca 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

mailto:zeniryoucef@yahoo.fr
mailto:robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:mejbah_uddin@yahoo.com
mailto:ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-cida.gc.ca
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COSTA RICA 

 

*  

 

 

 

Ms. Karen Christiana Figueres 

Special Advisor for Climate Change 

Ministry of Environment and Energy 

206 Chestnut Road 

Washington Grove, MD 20880 

Tel: (202) 294 4898 

E-mail: christiana@figueresonline.com 

 

 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

GERMANY 

 

Mr. Frank Fass-Metz 

Head of Division 

Environment and Sustainable Use of 

Natural Resources 

Federal Ministry for Economic 

Cooperation and Development 

Dahlmannstrabe 4, 53113 

Bonn, GERMANY 

Tel: +49 (0) 228-99 535 3745 

Fax: +49 (0) 228 99 535 3980 

E-mail: Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

INDONESIA 

 

* Mr. Singgih Riphat 

Reseach Professor 

Fiscal Policy Office 

Ministry of Finance 

B Building, 8th Floor 

Jalan Dr. Wahidin No.1 

Jakarta, REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 

Tel: +62 21 384 6379 x 7270 

Fax: +62 21 381 0181 

E-mail: masri@centrin.net.id ,  

riphats@yahoo.com 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

JAPAN 

 

Mr. Hiroshi Takami 

Director for Development Issues 

The International Bureau 

Ministry of Finance  

3-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku 

Tokyo 100-8940, JAPAN 

Tel: +81-3-3581-3238 , Fax: +81-3-5251-

2139  

Email:hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

mailto:christiana@figueresonline.com
mailto:Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de
mailto:masri@centrin.net.id
mailto:riphats@yahoo.com
mailto:hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp
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KENYA Mr. Moses K. Kanagi 

Ministry of Finance  

Nairobi, KENYA 

E-mail: mkkanagi@treasury.go.ke 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

NETHERLANDS 

 

* Mr. Tineke Roholl 

Head Cluster Climate and Energy 

Environment and Water Department 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Bezuidenhoutseweg 67, The Hague 

NETHERLANDS 

E-mail: tineke.roholl@minbuza.nl 

 

 

August 

2009 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

NORWAY 

 

* Mr. Bjørn Brede Hansen 

Head of Environmental Section 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Oslo, NORWAY 

E-mail: bjorn.brede.hansen@mfaa.no 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

SWITZERLAND 

 

 

*  

Ms. Brigitte Cuendet 

Program Manager  

Federal Department of Economic Affairs 

FDEA 

State Secretariat for Economic Affairs 

SECO, Infrastructure Financing  

Effingerstrasse 1  

CH -3003 Berne, Switzerland 

Tel: +41 31 324 92 13 

Fax: 41 31 324 09 65 

E-mail: brigitte.cuendet@seco.admin.ch 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

THAILAND 

 

Ms. Philaslak Yukkasemwong 

Minister (Economic and Financial) 

Office of Economic and Financial Affairs,  

Royal Thai Embassy 

1024 Wisconsin Ave, NW, Washington 

DC 20007 

Tel (202) 944-2111 

Fax (202) 944-3313 

E-mail: philaslaky@thaiembdc.org 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

mailto:mkkanagi@treasury.go.ke
mailto:tineke.roholl@minbuza.nl
mailto:bjorn.brede.hansen@mfaa.no
mailto:brigitte.cuendet@seco.admin.ch
mailto:philaslaky@thaiembdc.org
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UNITED  

KINGDOM 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Vickey Seymour 

Department for International Development 

(DFID) 

Department for International Development 

1 Palace Street 

LondonSW1E 5HE, UK 

E-mail: v-seymour@dfid.gov.uk 

 

 

 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

YEMEN 

 

Mr. Adonis Fakhri  

Economic and Commercial Attache 

Embassy of the Republic of Yemen  

2319 Wyoming Avenue, NW  

Washington, DC 20008  

Tel. 202-965-4761, Ext. #340  

Fax. 202-337-2017  

E-mail: Adonis@yemenembassy.org 

 

October 

2008 –

Partnership 

Forum 

2009/2010 

 

 

 

 
PPCR Sub-Committee members 
 
AUSTRALIA 

 

Mr. Robin Davies 

Assistant Director General 

Sustainable Development Group 

Australian Agency for International 

Development 

Level 9, 20 Allara Street 

Canberra City, ACT 2601 

AUSTRALIA 

Tel: 61 2 620 64584 

E-mail: robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au 

 

BANGLADESH 

 

Mr. Mohammad Mejbahuddin 

Additional Secretary 

Economic Relations Division, 

Ministry of Finance 

Shere-E-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka-1207 

Bangladesh 

Tel.++88-02-8112684 

Fax. ++88-02-8113088 

E-mail: mejbah_uddin@yahoo.com 

mailto:v-seymour@dfid.gov.uk
mailto:Adonis@yemenembassy.org
mailto:robin.davies@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:mejbah_uddin@yahoo.com
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BOLIVIA 

 

Ms. Varinia Daza 

Advisor to Executive Director 

The World Bank Group 

1818 H Street NW 

WashingtonDC 20433USA 

Tel: (202) 458 0062 

E-mail: vdaza@worldbank.org 

 

CANADA 

 

**  

* Mr. Roger Ehrhardt 

Director General 

Canadian International Development 

Agency 

Multilateral Development Institutions 

Directorate (MDI) 

200 Promenade du Portage 

Gatineau, Quebec 

K1A 0G4, CANADA 

E-mail: ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-

cida.gc.ca 

 

 

 

 

DENMARK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Geert Aagaard Andersen 

Head of Department, Environment and 

Sustainablilty 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Asiatisk Plads 2 

DK-1448 Copenhagen K 

Denmark 

Tel. ++45 33 92 05 35 

Fax. ++45 33 92 16 78 

E-mail: geeand@um.dk 

 

 

GERMANY 

 

 

Mr. Frank Fass-Metz 

Head of Division 

Environment and Sustainable Use of 

Natural Resources 

Federal Ministry for Economic 

Cooperation and Development 

Dahlmannstrabe 4, 53113 

Bonn, GERMANY 

Tel: +49 (0) 228-99 535 3745 

Fax: +49 (0) 228 99 535 3980 

mailto:vdaza@worldbank.org
mailto:ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:ROGER.EHRHARDT@acdi-cida.gc.ca
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E-mail: Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de 

 

 

JAPAN 

 

 

Mr. Hiroshi Takami 

Director for Development Issues 

The International Bureau 

Ministry of Finance  

3-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku 

Tokyo 100-8940, JAPAN 

Tel: +81-3-3581-3238 , Fax: +81-3-5251-

2139  

Email: hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp 

 

 

MALDIVES 

 

Mr. Ahmed Shafeeq Ibrahim Moosa 

Envoy for Science and Technology 

President's Office 

Maldives 

Tel: +960 7966211 

E-mail: ahmed.moosa@po.gov.mv 

 

 

 

SAMOA 

 

*  

Mr. Iulai Lavea 

Advisor to the Executive Director 

The World Bank 

1818 H Street NW 

Washington, DC 20433 USA 

Tel: (202) 458 9115 

E-mail: iulai.lavea@mof.gov.ws 

iulai_lavea@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

SENEGAL 

 

*  

 

Mr. Cheikh Nidiaye Sylla 

Head of Environment Office 

Direction de l’Environnement et des 

Etablissements Classees 

106, Rue Carbot 

Dakar, SENEGAL 

Tel : +221 33 821 07 25/ 

+221 77 637 50 65 

E-mail denv@orange.sn 

 

 

  

mailto:Frank.Fass-Metz@bmz.bund.de
mailto:hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp
mailto:ahmed.moosa@po.gov.mv
mailto:iulai.lavea@mof.gov.ws
mailto:iulai_lavea@yahoo.com
mailto:denv@orange.sn
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UNITED  

KINGDOM 

 

Ms. Vicky Seymour 

Department for International Development 

(DFID) 

Department for International Development 

1 Palace Street 

LondonSW1E 5HE, UK 

E-mail:v-seymour@dfid.gov.uk 

 

 

YEMEN 

 

 

Mr. Adonis Fakhri  

Economic and Commercial Attache 

Embassy of the Republic of Yemen  

2319 Wyoming Avenue, NW  

Washington, DC 20008  

Tel. 202-965-4761, Ext. #340  

Fax. 202-337-2017  

E-mail: Adonis@yemenembassy.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOARD OF THE 

ADAPTATION 

FUND 

 

Ms. Merlyn Van Voore 

Senior Policy Advisor,  

International Governance 

Department of Environmental Affairs & 

Tourism 

Private Bag X447 

Fedsure Forum Building, 315 Pretorius 

Street, Pretoria, SOUTH AFRICA 

Tel: +27 12 310 3865 

Fax: +27 12 310 3541 

E-mail: mvvoore@deat.gov.za 

 

 

 

 

mailto:v-seymour@dfid.gov.uk
mailto:Adonis@yemenembassy.org
mailto:mvvoore@deat.gov.za
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FIP Sub-Committee members 

 

The Administrative Unit is awaiting country nominations.  
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SREP Sub-Committee members 

 

The Administrative Unit is awaiting country nominations.  

 

 

 

 
  

 


